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a b s t r a c t
Awireless sensor network is envisioned as a group of tiny power-constrained devices with
functions of sensing and communication, which can be scattered over a region to enable
monitoring of the region. One of challenges in developing this technique is the problem of
topology control. The main idea of topology control is reducing node energy consumption
and/or increasing network capacity. This paper considers an optimal problem, which is to
search a minimal node-set such that its sensing area can cover an expected area. To solve
the optimal problem, the weighted sensing topology is introduced, and some strategies,
such as finding the ‘basic’ maximal independent node-set and estimating the coverage area
of a node-set, are proposed to design a heuristic algorithm. Further, it is proved that the
proposed algorithm can obtain the exact optimal solutions in the case that the resulting
optimal solutions are independent node-sets, and the complexity of the heuristic algorithm
is O(n2). The simulation shows its effectiveness and efficiency.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The research on wireless sensor networks (WSN) has made great progress in recent years due to its wide-range
applications, such as battlefield surveillance, habitat monitoring, biological detection, inventory tracking etc. A WSN is a
self-organized network, which is formed by a group of tiny devices that canmonitor a region, generate report messages and
transmit messages to remote users. One of challenges in developing this technique is the problem of topology control. Some
papers [1–4] analyzed the connectivity and sensing coverage of WSN. The research efforts focused on sensing coverage
in WSN, and some researchers discussed the minimal active node-set that can completely cover a monitoring region.
The presented approaches are to optimize the energy expenditure with the coverage fully preserved, or to maintain the
connectivity with the coverage fully preserved. The connectivity maintenance and coverage preservation are considered
in [5]. The definition of information coverage is proposed according to sensor density for complete coverage in [6] which
investigates its implications for sensor deployment. Actually, the sensing coverage can be converted into aweighted sensing
graph inmathmodels. Themaximal coverage of some nodes inWSN can be described by an independent node-set, in which
there are no intersections of sensing area between any pair of nodes. In mathematics, an independent node-set is a set of
nodes in a graph such that there is no link between any pair of nodes, while an independent node-set is called a maximal
one if it is not a subset of another independent node-set. Literature [7] proposed a fast deterministic distributed maximal
independent set computation on growth-bounded graphs. Literature [8] has presented simple distributed algorithms for
finding the maximal independent node-set of a general graph.
How to balance the group of active sensors and the coverage of the sensing area is an important issue. This paper considers
how to find a group of sensor nodes inWSN, as small as possible to guarantee the coverage of the sensing area. Actually, it is
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Notations
G(V , E) Graph with node-set V and link-set E
Es Set of S-links, where S-link (u, v)s is defined if there exist a common area sensed by both two nodes u and v
Ec Set of C-links, where C-link (u, v)c is defined if two nodes u and v can communicate with each other directly.
SG(V , Es) Sensing graph induced from graph G(V , E) by limits of sensing radius
CG(V , Ec) Communication graph induced from graph G(V , E) by limits of communication range
WSG(V , Es,W ) Weighted Sensing graph SG (V , Es), whereW is the weight set of Es
MD(v, S) MD (v, S) =∑u∈S lable (u, v)s, where label (u, v)s = 1 when (u, v)s ∈ Es
MW (v, S) MW (v, S) =∑u∈S w(u, v)s, wherew(u, v)s is the weight of S-link (u, v)s
V Set with n = |V | nodes
|C(X)| Coverage area of set X
r Sensing radius of a sensor node
S(u) Sensing area of sensor node u
R Communication range of a sensor node
xi Selection status of node vi. If vi is selected, xi = 1; otherwise, xi = 0.
degree(v) Number of nodes which are incident with node v
Vsel Subset of V
M Maximal independent node-set, i.e. not a subset of another independent node-set
C0 An area that is expected to be covered or monitored, i.e. constraint of the coverage area
Suv Area which is covered by both two nodes u and v
[ C0
pir2
] Maximal integer which is not larger than C0
pir2
an optimization problem about the coverage-control, which is about searching aminimal node-set such that its sensing area
can cover an expected area. To solve the optimal problem, theweighted sensing topology is introduced, and some strategies,
such as finding the ‘basic’ maximal independent node-set and estimating the coverage area of a node-set, are proposed to
design a heuristic algorithm. Further, it is proved that the proposed algorithm can obtain the exact optimal solutions in
the case that the resulting optimal solutions are independent node-sets, and the complexity of this algorithm is O(n2). The
simulation shows its effectiveness and efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the optimal problem is formulated. A heuristic algorithm
is developed in Section 3, while two numerical examples and the simulation results are given in Section 4. In Section 5, the
research of the coverage-control optimization is concluded.
2. Statement of the problem
Assumptions
1. All sensor nodes can do 360◦ observation and have the same sensing radius.
2. The locations of all sensor nodes are known.
Problem formulation. In WSN, sensor nodes are usually deployed in an interested region for monitoring events. Actually,
some nodes can cover the same area in the interested region as total nodes do. A better idea is to find a group of sensor
nodes in WSN, as small as possible, so that the use of energy is efficient. This problem is the so-called coverage-control
optimization, which is to find a minimal number of sensor nodes such that their coverage area is not less than the expected
area, C0. Wireless sensor network can be denoted as a graph, G(V , E), and the problem of the coverage-control optimization







Subject to: |C(Vsel)| ≥ C0
where Vsel is a subset of V and there are 2|V | subsets of V at most.




(n = 1, 2, . . . , |V |) in V , and check
whether the area of C0 is covered or not, but it is time-consuming because of 2|V | sub-sets of V . Hence it is necessary to
develop a heuristic algorithm.
3. The solution method
In WSN, there exist two kinds of topological structures according to communication and sensing functions of sensor
nodes.
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Table 1
Seven nodes in a plane.
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(x, y) (6.00, 1.00) (8.00, 1.00) (8.00, 7.00) (3.00, 6.00) (1.80, 2.90) (1.20, 2.10) (4.80, 6.20)
Fig. 1. (a) The sensor network: the real circle denotes the sensing area and the dashed denotes the communication range; (b) the sensing graph; (c) the
communication graph.
3.1. Two topological structures
According to the sensing radius and communication range, there exist two definitions of links.
Definition 3.1.1. There exists a S-link (u, v)s if sensing areas of u and v satisfy S(u) ∩ S(v) = ∅, where S(u) denotes the
sensing area of u and S(v) the sensing area of v. Es denotes the set of all S-links, and G(V , Es) is called the sensing graph,
denoted as SG(V , Es).
Definition 3.1.2. There exists a C-link (u, v)c if the distance of u and v satisfies d(u, v) ≤ R, where R denotes the
communication range of sensor nodes. Ec denotes the set of all C-links, and CG(V , Ec) is called the communication graph,
denoted as CG(V , Ec).
Two definitions of links are corresponding to two different topological structures, which illustrate different functions of
wireless sensor network. For example, there are seven nodes, and their geometry locations are listed in Table 1, where (x, y)
is the horizontal and vertical coordinates of node k in a plane, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Assume that r = 2.00 and R = 6.00.
Considering the intersection sensing area of a pair of nodes and distances between a pair of nodes in the WSN, Fig. 1(b) is
the sensing graph and Fig. 1(c) the communication graph. Hence, there must be two graphs for any WSN. Since two graphs
may be different, with r and R varying, the relations between two graphs are described in Corollary 3.1.3.
In WSN, as to the sensing graph and the communication graph, literature (see [9]) gave a theorem and concluded
the relationship, that if the radio range (i.e. the communication range) is at least twice that of the sensing range, a
complete coverage of a convex area implies connectivity among the working set of nodes. Further, with combination of
this conclusion, the definitions of S-links and C-links, and the above theorem (see [9]), the conclusion can be developed and
stated mathematically, as follows, in the case that either the communication range is less or more than twice that of the
sensing range.
Corollary 3.1.3. Let SG(V , Es) and CG(V , Ec) be graphs of a WSN, with the sensing radius r and the communication range R.
Then, when R ≥ 2r, SG(V , Es) is a subgraph of CG(V , Ec); when R ≤ 2r, CG(V , Ec) is a subgraph of SG(V , Es). Furthermore,
SG(V , Es) and CG(V , Ec) are identical when R = 2r.
Proof. Case 1: R ≥ 2r
Suppose that (u, v)s is an arbitrary S-link of graph SG(V , Es). Since d(u, v) ≤ 2r , d(u, v) ≤ 2r ≤ R holds, i.e. the C-link
(u, v)c also exists if S-link (u, v)s exists. Thus, the graph SG(V , Es) is a subgraph of CG(V , Ec).
Case 2: R ≤ 2r
The conclusion can be obtained with the similar argument of case 1.
Further, when R = 2r , since SG(V , Es) is the subgraph of CG(V , Ec) from case 1 and CG(V , Ec) is the subgraph of SG(V , Es)
from case 2, SG(V , Es) and CG(V , Ec) are identical. 
Based on Definition 3.1.1, we attempt to weigh all links in SG(V , Es) so that the sensing graph with weights can reveal
the information about the coverage area among sensor nodes.
Definition 3.1.4. wuv is defined as weight of link (u, v)s if there is an S-Link between u and v. W denotes the set of all
weights of all S-links, and G(V , Es,W ) is called the weighted sensing graph, denoted byWSG(V , Es,W ).
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Fig. 2. Two nodes with S-link (u, v)s in Cartesian coordinate system: the shaded area can be sensed by both u and v.
Table 2
Seven nodes in a plane.
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(x, y) (6.00, 1.00) (4.00, 1.00) (8.00, 7.00) (3.00, 6.00) (5.00, 2.00) (2.00, 2.00) (4.00, 6.00)
Table 3
The weights of S-links in SG(V , E).
(i, j)s (1, 2)s (1, 5)s (2, 5)s (2, 6)s (4, 7)s (5, 6)s
wij: f (dij) 4.91 7.08 7.03 4.11 8.60 1.81
Fig. 3. (a) The sensing area of sensor nodes in Table 2; (b) the weighted sensing graph, where weight values are the common area between pairs of nodes.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, suppose (u, v)s is a S-link and d = d(u, v) is the distance between u and v. Then the shaded area
covered by both u and v is called the common coverage area and Suv = S(u) ∩ S(v). As to Definition 3.1.4, Suv is defined as
the weight of S-link (u, v)s and can be expressed with an integral function f (·) on the variable d as





r2 − x2dx (2)
where r is the sensing radius.
Example 3.1.5. The common coverage area of a pair of nodes is defined as the weight of a link. There are seven nodes in V ,
where their geometry locations are given in Table 2, where (x, y) is the horizontal and vertical coordinates of node k in a
plane as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Assume that r = 2.00. According to Definition 3.1.4, the weights of S-links in SG(V , Es), as
listed in Table 3, can be computed with Eq. (2) and the weighted sensing graph is Fig. 3(b).
3.2. The method of searching a set of feasible solution in sensing topology
There aremany 0-degree nodes and 1-degree nodes inWSN,which are important in searching for amaximal independent
node-set. Based on the following propositions, a maximal independent node-set is yielded.
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Fig. 4. The procedure for the optimal solution.
Proposition 3.2.1. Let node v be a neighbor of node u in SG(V , Es) satisfying degree(v) = 1. Then there exists a maximal
independent node-set W satisfying u 6∈ W.
Proof. Assume that N is a maximal independent node-set of graph SG(V , Es). Obviously both nodes u and v cannot be in N ,
because v is one neighbor of u. Suppose neither u nor v belongs to N . LetW = N ∪ {v}. Since v has only one neighboring
node u, then S(v) ∩ C(N) = ∅ holds. According to Definition 3.1.1, W is an independent node-set. This is contrary to the
notion that N is the maximal independent node-set. Thus, either u or v belongs to N and the proof can be sorted into two
cases: (1) u ∈ N and v 6∈ N; (2) v ∈ N and u 6∈ N .
Case 1: u ∈ N and v 6∈ N
LetW = (N − {u}) ∪ {v}. Since node v has only one neighbor u, S(v) ∩ C(N − {u}) = ∅ holds. Hence,W is also a maximal
independent node-set. Then,W = (N − {u}) ∪ {v} is the maximal independent node-set satisfying u 6∈ W .
Case 2: v ∈ N and u 6∈ N
LetW = N , and thenW is a maximal independent node-set satisfying u 6∈ W . 
Before we discuss the solution method, the following definitions are given to illustrate how to add one node into a node-
set.
Definition 3.2.2. Let S be a subset of V and v a node of (V−S) inWSG(V , Es,W ).MD(v, S) is defined as the number of S-links
between v and S, i.e.MD(v, S) =∑u∈S label(u, v)s, where label(u, v)s = 1, when (u, v)s ∈ Es, otherwise, label(u, v)s = 0.
Definition 3.2.3. Let S be a subset of V and v a node of (V − S) inWSG(V , Es,W ). MW (v, S) is defined as the weight sum
of S-links between v and S, i.e.MW (v, S) =∑u∈S w(u, v)s, wherew(v, u)s is the weight of S-link (v, u)s.
Since an independent node-set can reach the maximal coverage area among the node-sets with equal number of nodes,
a strategy is proposed to search a maximal independent node-set in the weighted sensing graph. If there is a maximal





from |M| is an optimal
solution because of the separated sensing area of nodes inM . If |C(M)| < C0, we select many more nodes from (V −M) in
WSG(V , Es,W ) and put them intoM . According to Proposition 3.2.1, some 1-degree nodes belong to amaximal independent
node-set, and we call the independent node-set of 0-degree nodes and these 1-degree nodes as the basic node-set. Based on
the basic node-set, we search a maximal independent node-set, called the basic maximal independent node-set. Therefore,
themethod about selecting nodes is organized as: Step 1, search the basicmaximal independent node-set; Step 2, add nodes
into the basic maximal independent node-set, where the procedure of selecting nodes is demonstrated in Fig. 4.
Step 1. Search the Basic Maximal Independent Node-Set
1. Search the basic node-set: According to Proposition 3.2.1, 1-degree nodes, whose neighbors are not 1-degree nodes,
and 0-degree nodes, belong to a maximal independent node-set in SG (V , Es). Hence, we put these nodes into a node-set
S. If both two neighboring nodes are 1-degree nodes, add one of them into S. The current node-set S is the basic node-set.
Obviously, if there is at least one node in (V − S)with no S-link to any node in S, S is not a maximal independent node-set.
2. Search the basic maximal independent node-set: If |C(S)| < C0, add other nodes into the basic node-set S. Since the
basic node-set is usually not a maximal independent node-set, many more nodes need to be added into S to get a maximal
independent node-set. We select a node x ∈ (V − S) with the smallest degree and MD (x, S) = 0 inWSG(V , Es), and put
it into the node-set S. Nodes with least neighbors are added into S, because these nodes usually make the elements in S
as many as possible. If there is more than one node available for selecting, add one of them into S. Repeat, adding nodes
into S until S is a maximal independent node-set. Then, the current node-set S is the so-called basic maximal independent
node-set.
Step 2. Add nodes into the basic maximal independent node-set
If |C(S)| < C0, other nodes are needed to add into S. For the basic maximal independent node-set S and nodes in (V − S),
if node v ∈ (V − S) satisfies MW (v, S) < MW (u, S) for any node u ∈ (V − S), we put node v into S. This is because node
v has the least overlapped area with coverage area of nodes in S compared with any other node in (V − S). When there are
more than one node v satisfyingMW (v, S) ≤ MW (u, S) for any node u ∈ (V − S), then we add one of them into S. Repeat,
adding node v with minimalMW (v, S) into S until S satisfies |C(S)| ≥ C0.
3.3. Computation and estimation of the sensing coverage area
It is significant to compute the sensing coverage area of a node-set easily and quickly. Suppose S is an independent node-
set. Then, we can compute the coverage area of S easily with |C(S)| = |S| ·pir2. However, if a node-set is not an independent
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node-set, it becomes quite complex to compute the sensing area due to the intersection area of nodes. Therefore, it is a good
idea to estimate the sensing area of S to simplify the computation complexity.
Let S be a node-set, and node v be a node in (V − S). Then the sensing coverage area of the node-set S ∪ {v} can be
estimated as
|C(S ∪ {v})| = |C(S)| + (|S(v)| −MW (v)) = |C(S)| + (pir2 −MW (v)). (3)
Then we discuss the feasibility of the method of estimating the coverage area of a node-set.
For an arbitrary node-set X , we denote the exact sensing area of X as A and the estimated area of X as A0. Now,
Proposition 3.3.1 is given about the relation of the approximated area and the exact area.
Proposition 3.3.1. Let A0 be the estimated coverage area of node-set X, and A the exact coverage area of X. Then, we have
A0 ≤ A.
Proof. Assume that the nodes in X are v1, v2, . . . , vm. Since the number of nodes in X is finite, there exists an integer b














∣∣S(vi) ∩ S(vj)∣∣+ · · · + ∑
1≤i1<i2<···<ib≤m
(−1)b+1 ∣∣S(vi1) ∩ S(vi2) ∩ · · · ∩ S(vib)∣∣ . (5)
For convenience of expression, we use |Ck(X)| to denote∑1≤i1<i2<···<ik≤m(−1)k+1 ∣∣S(vi1) ∩ S(vi2) ∩ · · · ∩ S(vik)∣∣. Then
Eq. (5) can be written as:
A = A0 + |C3(X)| + · · · + (−1)k+1|Ck(X)| + · · · + (−1)b+1|Cb(X)|.
There are two cases: (1) b is an odd number; (2) b is an even number.
Case 1: b is an odd number
Eq. (5) is transformed as
A = A0 + (|C3(X)| − |C4(X)|)+ · · · + (|Ck−1(X)| − |Ck(X)|)+ · · · + (|Cb−2(X)| − |Cb−1(X)|)+ |Cb(X)|.
Since Ck(X) is a sub-area of Ck−1(X), |Cb(X)| ≥ 0 and (|Ck−1(X)| − |Ck(X)|) ≥ 0 (k = 4, 5, . . . , b) hold. Hence,
A = A0 + (|C3(X)| − |C4(X)|)+ · · · + (|Ck−1(X)| − |Ck(X)|)+ · · · + (|Cb−2(X)| − |Cb−1(X)|)+ |Cb(X)| ≥ A0
holds.
Case 2: b is an even number
Eq. (5) is transformed as
A = A0 + (|C3(X)| − |C4(X)|)+ · · · + (|Ck−1(X)| − |Ck(X)|)+ · · · + (|Cb−1(X)| − |Cb(X)|).
Since Ck(X) is a sub-area of Ck−1(X), then (|Ck−1(X)| − |Ck(X)|) ≥ 0 (k = 4, 5, . . . , b) hold. Hence,
A = A0 + (|C3(X)| − |C4(X)|)+ · · · + (|Ck−1(X)| − |Ck(X)|)+ · · · + (|Cb−1(X)| − |Cb(X)|) ≥ A0
holds.
From case 1 and case 2, we have A0 ≤ A. 
Furthermore, the feasibility of the method for selection is based on the following corollary about the estimated area and
the expected area:
Corollary 3.3.2. Let A0 be the estimated sensing area of node-set S, and C0 the expected area. If A0 ≥ C0, then S is an
approximated solution of the optimal problem in Section 2.
Proof. To prove this corollary, we only need to illustrate that the exact coverage area of S is not smaller than C0. Suppose A
is the exact coverage area of the node-set S. According to Proposition 3.3.1, we have A0 ≤ A. Since A0 ≥ C0, A ≥ A0 ≥ C0
holds. Hence, S is an approximated solution to the optimal problem in Section 2. 
According to Corollary 3.3.2, it is feasible to substitute the exact coverage area of S with the estimated area of S while
solving the optimal problem in Section 2.
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3.4. The optimal algorithm
1. InputWSG(V , Es,W ) and the expected area C0
2. set S := ∅;
3. set sum := 0;
4. search the basic node-set U;
5. sum := |U| · pir2;
6. mark the nodes in (V − S);
7. if sum ≥ C0 then
8. choose [C0/pir2] nodes from U and put them into S;
9. exit;
10. else
11. while there exists at least a marked node x satisfyingMD(x, S) = 0
12. begin
13. search the marked node v with the smallest degree and
MD(v, S) = 0 and put it into S;
14. sum := sum+ pir2;
15. unmark node v;




20. while there exist at least a node xwithMW (x, S) > pir2
21. begin
22. search the marked node v with the smallest value ofMW (v, S);
23. sum := sum+ (pir2 −MW (v, S));
24. unmark the node v;





30. S is the solution to the problem.
The flow chart of the optimal algorithm is enclosed in Appendix.
Analysis of Computing Complexity. The complexity of searching for the basic maximal independent node-set is O(n2),
where n is the number of nodes. The complexity of searching for the node v with minimal value of MW (x, S) is O(n), and
there are no more than n steps for adding nodes into S. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is O(n2).
Remarks
1. The algorithm is composed of two parts: (1). search the basic maximal independent node-set; (2). add nodes into the
basic maximal independent node-set. Sometimes the algorithm may get the exact optimal solution. If S is an independent
node-set and |C(S)| ≥ C0, S is the exact solution, because the coverage area of S can be computed with |C(S)| = |S| · pir2
exactly.
2. When the expected area C0 is large enough, we may encounter MW (v, S) ≤ 0 for any marked node v when adding
v into S. In this case, the optimal solution cannot usually be found by adding nodes into S, because the estimated coverage
area of S will not increase, even if some nodes are added into S.
3. The procedure of applying the algorithm: Firstly a weighted sensing graph is formed according to the coordinate
information of sensor nodes and sensing radius. Secondly, the algorithm selects a part of sensor nodes. Finally, the selected
nodes form a new communication network.
4. Numerical examples and results
Example 4.1. Let WSG(V , Es,W ) be a weighted sensing graph as in Fig. 5(b), where V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, Es =
{(3, 7)s, (2, 4)s, (1, 6)s, (2, 7)s, (1, 7)s, (4, 6)s, (4, 5)s},W = {w3,7 = 4.11, w2,4 = 3.11, w1,6 = 0.96, w2,7 = 0.16, w1,7 =
2.68, w4,6 = 0.46, w4,5 = 2.28} and r = 2.00. C0 = 60.00. The coordinates of nodes are given in Table 4, where (x, y) is
the horizontal and vertical coordinates of node k in a plane (Fig. 5(a)).
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Table 4
Seven nodes in a plane.
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(x, y) (3.50, 2.00) (7.50, 6.50) (8.00, 2.00) (5.00, 7.00) (3.00, 9.00) (2.00, 5.00) (6.00, 3.00)
Fig. 5. (a) The coverage area (shade area) of the optimal solution for Example 4.1; (b) the weighted sensing graph for Example 4.1.
Table 5
Thirty nodes in a plane.
vk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(x, y) (2.14, 10.95) (6.30, 5.32) (7.51, 7.54) (1.24, 8.60) (12.73, 3.44) (11.67, 6.72) (3.97, 9.31)
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
(5.50, 3.18) (4.60, 12.01) (5.93, 1.83) (2.96, 6.51) (8.12, 2.67) (2.91, 2.94) (9.37, 1.88) (3.02, 4.66)
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
(8.81, 4.58) (5.08, 6.35) (9.31, 6.54) (5.74, 8.07) (11.32, 8.33) (6.88, 10.58) (12.65, 10.16) (7.96, 11.88)
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
(13.97, 8.33) (10.69, 10.87) (10.85, 4.60) (9.45, 9.87) (14.42, 5.77) (8.84, 8.70) (13.65, 4.13)
Subject to: |C(Vsel)| ≥ 60.00
where Vsel is the node-set of selective nodes.
By applying the proposed algorithm, the details of searching for the solution are:
Step 1. S := ∅.
Step 2. Searching the basic node-set: Since degree(3) = degree(5) = 1, Put 3 and 5 into S. Then, |C(S)| = |C({3, 5})| =
25.13 < 60.00.
Step 3. Searching the basic maximal independent node-set: Add 1 and 2 into S and then |C(S)| = |C({1, 2, 3, 5})| =
50.27 < 60.00.
Step 4. Adding nodes into the basic maximal independent node-set: Since node 6 satisfies MW (6, {1, 2, 3, 5}) <
MW (7, {1, 2, 3, 5}) and MW (6, {1, 2, 3, 5}) < MW (3, {1, 2, 3, 5}), put 6 into S, and then |C(S)| = |C({1, 2, 3,
5, 6})| = 61.88 > 60.00.
The optimal solution is {1, 2, 3, 5, 6} (the shaded area in Fig. 5(a)) obtained within 0.02 seconds. Maple software was used
to realize the computer program of the algorithms on personal computer with CPU Celeron D 2.13 G andMemory 512M. To
further show the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm, another example and more simulation results are
listed.
Example 4.2. Let graphWSG(V , Es,W ) be a weighted sensing graph, where V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30}, the coordinates of each node is listed in Table 5 and each S-link
and its weight listed in Table 6. r = 1.20 and C0 = 80.00. In the table, (x, y) is the horizontal and vertical coordinates of
node k in a plane.
By applying the algorithm,we got an optimal solution (the shaded area in Fig. 6) {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 20,
21, 22, 24, 25, 28}within 0.06 s, where the computed area is 81.02 (>C0 = 80.00). In order to compare the performance of
the algorithm, the branch & bound algorithm is used to search the exact solution and it takes 32.50 s to get the exact solution
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 21, 22, 27, 28}. Obviously, the solution found by the proposed algorithm is also
the exact solution because of the equal number of two solutions.
Further, the simulation results listed in Table 7 gives different expected area and number of nodes.
In Table 7, at first, when C0 = 30.00, 40.00, 50.00 and 60.00, the solutions found by using the proposed algorithm are
independent node-sets and the exact solutions. Next, when C0 = 70.00 or 80.00, the computing time used by the branch
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Table 6
S-links and their weights for Example 4.2.
(i, j)s (5, 26)s (21, 23)s (5, 30)s (22, 25)s (28, 30)s (3, 19)s (3, 29)s (3, 18)s (11, 15)s
wij 0.12 0.83 1.87 0.25 0.63 0.58 0.71 0.28 0.57
(6, 18)s (27, 29)s (13, 15)s (16, 18)s (16, 26)s (22, 24)s (25, 27)s (10, 12)s (11, 17)s (17, 19)s
0.01 1.52 0.78 0.33 0.31 0.08 1.00 0.02 0.21 0.59
(20, 22)s (6, 26)s (7, 19)s (8, 10)s (18, 29)s (12, 16)s (6, 20)s (12, 14)s (2, 8)s (2, 17)s
0.07 0.07 0.17 1.33 0.12 0.32 0.91 1.21 0.06 0.99
Fig. 6. The sensing area of sensor nodes of Example 4.2, where the shaded area is the coverage area of the optimal solution.
Table 7
The simulation results with different C0 and n.
C0 S n Time (s) Status of INS
30.00 R1 {1, 4, 7, 9, 13, 14, 21} 7 0.01 Yes
R2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} 7 0.10 No
40.00 R1 {1, 4, 7, 9, 13, 14, 21, 24, 28} 9 0.02 Yes
R2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} 9 0.13 No
50.00 R1 {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 21, 24, 28} 12 0.03 Yes
R2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12} 12 0.79 No
60.00 R1 {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 20, 21, 24, 28} 14 0.04 Yes
R2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14} 14 0.53 No
70.00 R1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 20, 21, 24, 25, 28} 16 0.05 Yes
R2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18, 21} 16 1.27 No
80.00 R1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 28} 18 0.06 No
R2 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 21, 22, 27, 28} 18 32.50 No
90.00 R1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28} 21 0.09 No
R2 >10000
100.00 R1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29} 23 0.10 No
R2 >10000
110.00 R1 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29} 26 0.12 No
R2 >10000
Note: In Table 7, ‘‘INS’’ denotes ‘‘independent node-set’’. R1 denotes the results found by the proposed algorithm, and R2 the results found by the branch &
bound algorithm. n is the number of nodes in S.
& bound algorithm is much more than that used by the proposed algorithm. Furthermore, when C0 = 90.00, 100.00 and
110.00, the proposed algorithm can obtain the optimal solution within 0.12 s. However, the branch & bound algorithm
cannot get the solution within 10000 s. In conclusion, these results confirm the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm.
5. Conclusion
This paper develops a heuristic algorithm to searchminimal number of nodes whose sensing coverage is not less than an
expected area C0 in a wireless sensor network. By proposing some concepts and some propositions, such as the weighted
sensing graph and the basic maximal independent node-set, and adapting the strategy of searching the basic maximal
independent node-set, we successfully solve the problem. Moreover, the solution is also the exact optimal solution in the
case of an independent node-set existing in WSN. The complexity of our algorithm is O(n2). The simulation shows that
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the proposed algorithm is effective and efficient. The proposed method and algorithm may be helpful in the design of
WSN.
Appendix
The flow chart for the optimal algorithm:
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